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Comparison factors plastic entrance product wire ring entrance product

Bee pollen
 collection quality

Unnecessary small powder
(pollen grains) is collected

Large pollen grains are collected
according to the size of the ring

The damage of bees
when entering

Many damages (e.g. bees legs, wings)
≪below picture 1-3≫

Reduced damage (about 70 ~ 80%)

Stay time in entrance
Bottleneck

≪below picture 1-1≫
Reduced bottleneck (about 30 ~ 40%)

Bee pollen
collection quantity

Pollen collection increases (about 20-30%)
≪below picture 2-3≫

Entrance extension
     (Impossible)

≪below picture 1-2≫
     (Possible)

≪below picture 2-2≫

When the bees pass the plastic holes ≪below picture 1-2≫they coat small powder (pollen grains) on inside of the holes. At this time, 

small powder is hardened inside the holes and sharpened, causing damage to the bees. while bees rub themselves in a narrow, sharp, wide

contact surface on inside of holes to go in and out, they forcefully inflict serious damage to the legs and wings. ≪below picture 1-3≫

The bees are stuck in the entrance and the stay time is increased due to narrowed and sharp entrance ≪above picture 1-1≫ And, the total

quantity of pollen collection is decreased by reducing of times they go out in a day. The death of bees and the reduction of the amount of

pollen can gradually lead to the decline of bee communities.

- The above table shows the results of the interviews of the beekeepers who used both types of pollen traps. The deviation of the results largely depends on the
   timing, position and size of the bee communities
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Plastic entrance product

Wire ring entrance product

Why should we use the expensive pollen trap

with   wire ring entrances?”
The pollen trap is a tool for collecting flower pollen from Honey bees. Instead of the plastic doorway

structure of the existing pollen traps, BEE FLOWER pollen traps have been applied with an innovative

idea that the structure of the springy stainless steel wire doorway and doorway can be changed.

BEE FLOWER Pollen traps hang in the entrance of a bee hive.(Regardless of whether it's a standard 8

or 10 frame, it can be used as long as there's an entrance reducer) 

Product Overview

Give your bees comfort!

A polished stainless door with a thin diameter (0.25 mm)

 It's thin and soft, so it  minimizes the stress and damage ★ that bees get when they pass through the doorway!

It adopts the spring modularization technology of insert method

 It's possible to change the configuration freely because it is detachable

 It's easy to clean after use! Completed the water pressure test, no deformation with a brush.

Drone exits(transparent cone shape)

 Keep bees in and out more easily.

- Select your doorway ring size -

4.8: Only the large grains collected

4.6: Even the small pollen grains collected 

4.4: For Asian honeybees (Apis Cerana)

The size of the doorway 4.6~4.8 is based on Apis Mellifera / 3 types of pollen traps use all the same spring module

Advantage of BEEFLOWER pollen collecting gate

(The size means a diameter)

▶
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